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REV. B7160-0984: LOW PROFILE TABLET KEYBOARD BRACKET INST-792

This instruction sheet covers the installation of the Gamber-Johnson low profile tablet 
keyboard bracket (7160-0984).  This bracket is intended to mount a dock/cradle and 
keyboard to various Gamber-Johnson motion attachments.

Utilizing the given hardware components and the diagrams below secure the Low Profile 
Tablet Keyboard Bracket (7160-0984) to a compatible Gamber-Johnson motion attachment.

Attach the keyboard to the keyboard clevis using one of the various mounting hole patterns 
on the clevis.

Attach your dock or cradle to the low profile bracket using one of the mounting hole 
patterns provided inthe bracket. 

Use adjustment levers to accommodate desired position of your Dock/Cradle
and Keyboard.
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If you need assistance or have questions, call Gamber-Johnson at 1-800-456-6868
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